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Progress reports

Geography and ethics: moral
geographies? Ethical commitment in
research and teaching

Gill Valentine
School of Geography, University of Leeds, Woodhouse Lane,
Leeds LS2 9JT UK

I Ethics and social and political
commitment
There is a rich history of social activism in
human geography, motivated by an ethical
commitment to make a difference or achieve
social change (Castree, 1999). The US
scholar William Bunge is one of the promi-
nent examples of a geographer committed to
social action. In the 1960s Bunge (1969) car-
ried out expeditions into the inner cities of
America, through which he not only put the
experiences of marginalized groups on the
map but also worked with, and for, local
communities preparing reports to support the
interests of low-income groups. Indeed,
Anglo-American geography in the 1970s and
early 1980s took a radical turn. The desire for
the profession to become more involved with
contemporary social concerns and to make a
practical contribution to the lives of those
being researched was evident in the social
commitment ofwelfare geography (e.g., Smith,
1977) and feminist geography (e.g., WGSG,
1984) and in the revolutionary theory of
Marxist geographers (e.g., Harvey, 1977).

It is a tradition, however, from which Paul
Cloke (2002) believes that the discipline has
strayed over the last decade. In particular, he

identifies a tension between the ease with
which we talk and write about geographies of
ethics, and the realities of living out these
geographies in our everyday lives and prac-
tices. In line with a number of other recent
commentators (e.g., Mitchell, 1995; Philo,
2 0 0 0), Cloke question s whether geographers
have become too motivated by intellectual
rather than political turns, and whether the
connections between ideas and practices are
being underplayed. Highlighting the 'cultural
turn in human geography - with its emphasis
on discourse and representation - Cloke
(2002) argues that theory may have become
more sophisticated at the expense ofa critical
political edge. He writes: '[I]n broad terms I
believe that it is easy to detect in human
geography an abstract, intellectually fascinated
but often uncommitted sense of the other.
However, with some significant and notable
exceptions, I believe it is far more difficult to
discover in contemporary human geography
as a whole a sense for the other which is
emotional, connected and committed'
(Cloke, 2002: 591).

Such calls for geographers to show more
social and political commitment also resonates,
though less obviously, with contemporary
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debates within the discipline about geogra-
phy' failure to have an impact on public policy
(Peck, 1999; Massey, 2000; Martin, 2001). In
a reflection on why geographers have failed to
have an impact on the policy agenda in line
with the influence of other social, political
and environmental sciences, Ron Martin (2001)
echoes Clokes lament about the corrosive
effect of 'intellectual turns'. He points the fin-
ger particularly at postmodern and 'cultural
turns' for promoting theoretical reflections
over practical research based on rigorous
empirical work. Although Doreen Massey
(2002) balks at the inference that the only
way to be politically or socially relevant is to
produce answers for government and inform
government policy, she too recognizes the
need for geographers to be more engaged
beyond the academy and to construct popu-
lar and political geographical imaginations.
She asks a more abstract question about
how we put our academic endeavours into
practice when she writes:

The question I want to ask is whether, in our
actual lives as academics, we really manage to
live it. For instance, how really do we
understand the 'outputs' (articles etc.) of our
research? It seems to me that we still often (as
ever there are exceptions) think of them as
products, as a rather achieved sense ('phew,
that's another article out'). It is all too easy for
the emphasis to be on that rather than on the
notion of launching something into a stream, a
proliferation of connections, to see how it will
fare, how it will affect and be affected. And
we need also to assess these products as
engagements. OK they add to one's CV etc;
they float out into the stream of academic
production (hopefully) debate (if they are
stimulating, have the right credentials, catch
the mood, or are suitably promoted). But what
else? Is this enough? (Maassey, 2000: 133)

Massey (20 00) hints that geographers' disen-
gagement is related to the way academic
performance is measured. Cloke (2002) is
more explicit, attributing it to professional
pressures that emphasize funding and
academic publications over other forms of
engagement and output. He also points out
that the lack of funding for longitudinal

research militates against academics develop-
ing long-term relationships and commitments
to particular groups of people or issues.

Cloke's solution is for geographers to
develop stronger connections between their
academic and nonacademic lives. His argu-
ment echoes Robin Kearns' (2001) earlier call
for a more 'compassionate geography' (see also
Smith, 1998; Gleeson and Kearns, 2001) as
well as feminist refrains ofthe 'personal is polit-
ical and slogans such as 'act local, think global'.
Kearns advocates the need for geographers to
connect emotionally with the people with
whom we work in order to reground the disci-
pline ofgeography. He suggests that '[R]ather
than simply advocating principles of abstract
justice, compassion requires a commitment to
care (Kearns, 2001: 302). Here, again, there is
an obvious link with recent papers drawing
attention to the emotional geographies of
doing research with 'vulnerable' groups
(Laurier and Parr, 2000; Widdowfield, 2000;
Burman and Chantler, 2004) and to greater
levels of self-criticality in the discipline.

However, for geography to rediscover a
sense of political purpose David Smith
(2000) argues that '[S]ome of the lost moral
certainties of earlier ages need to be
recovered, not as fixed repressive codes, but
as carefully crafted anchors to prevent con-
tinuing drift in a sea of relativism or 'nihilism'
(Smith, 2000: 214). Paul Cloke (2002), a
committed Christian, suggests that the
spiritual dimensions of love and charity, sin
and evil might provide such appropriate
ethical anchors. He argues that new moral
geographies can be enhanced by reference to
aspects of spirituality, pointing out that even
in secular society Christian and other reli-
gious traditions are embedded in secular
laws, and that much social action within the
voluntary sector is motivated by spiritual
faith (see Conradson, 1999). Moreover, some
geographers have already shown a willing-
ness to take the notion of evil - in terms
of the cruelty and contempt evident in
human relationships, and human-nature
relationships- seriously (Tuan, 1999).
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Drawing on the work of Hannah Arendt,
Cloke (2002: 597) claims that 'human geogra-
phy needs to sponsor imaginations of power
that recognize "evil" in various forms' (Cloke,
2002: 597). Here, he draws attention to both
'ordinary evil' 'the lack ofthought about the
unanticipated/invisible/distant effects our
actions may have on others, just because our
actions are simply fitting in with the prevailing
norms of socio-economic life' (Cloke, 2002:
598) - and malevolent evil (e.g., the intention
to harm others evident in the Holocaust, or
ethnic cleansing). Cloke (2002) illustrates
'ordinary evil with the example of homeless-
ness. He writes:

I want to claim that homelessness is evil.
Sometimes it does arise as a result of
malevolent or malicious action but more often
than not it is an effect ofmore ordinary evils by
which individuals, families, landlords, public-
sector departments, charities and govern-
ments are bound together in social relations
which produce and reproduce the harmful
effects which we construct as homelessness.
Accordingly it is usual for no one but the
victims themselves to be held responsible for
homelessness. Personal conscience can be held
broadly clear and daily routine behaviour can
be regarded as reasonable, ethical and even
sympathetic towards homeless people, all
without any response to the needs of such
people. We thereby sustain systematic power
relations between the 'homed' and the
'homeless'. (Cloke, 2002: 598-99)

Cloke (2002) concludes by calling for geogra-
phers to become responsible for who we are,
how we live and the social effects we have on
others, which is summarized in the title of his
paper as 'living ethically and acting politically'.

Given that most academic geographers are
engaged not only in research but also in
teaching and pastoral roles, perhaps one site
where we have most opportunity to 'make a
difference' and to promote such social and
political commitment to change is within the
academy itself In the second half of this
review I therefore want to go on to consider
contemporary debates about how we should
teach an awareness of ethical and political
responsibilities and how we as academics

might make a contribution beyond the acad-
emy through the students that we send out
into the wider world.

II Learning to care
Conventionally, ethics are taught as part of
research design and methods training in order
to prepare students to negotiate relationships
in the field, to develop integrity in terms of
gaining consent, and to be able to evaluate, and
maintain, the well-being and privacy of their
informants.1 Hay (2003), for example, provides
hypothetical teaching examples of ethical
dilemmas that are an excellent resource for
teaching ethics to undergraduate students.

While such examples are valuable tools,
Hay and Foley (1998) stress the importance
of teaching ethics not just in terms of pre-
scriptive codes ofpractice because most rules
are nonuniversal and we cannot anticipate all
possible moral dilemmas. Students therefore
need to recognize the importance of being
able to develop authentic individual responses
to potentially unique circumstances. Likewise,
Kearns et a. (1998) suggest that by teaching
ethics in terms ofcodes and procedures there
is a danger of research being seen as a series
of encounters and choices, and of implicitly
setting up a 'holier than thou' approach. In
particular, Shea (2000) warns that ethics
committees can effectively cast potential
informants as 'victims' and deny individuals
the opportunity to evaluate for themselves
what is in their own best interests and
whether they wish to participate. In this way
risk-adverse ethics can undermine the 'hori-
zon-widening possibilities of cross -cultural
and cross-class encounter' (Kearns, 2001:
303). Moreover, the danger is that the rubber
stamp of an ethical committee can both
bureaucratize ethical reflection and also lull us
into forgetting the need to take responsibility
for thinking ethically on a day-to-day basis.

For Kearns et a. (1998) ethics should not
just be about procedures, problems and out-
puts but should also be concerned with the
whole process of negotiating social relations
both in the field and beyond the confines of
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university work. It is a view that echoes
Cloke's (2002) notion of'living ethically and
acting politically and Smith' (1995) argument
that moral thinking is important. In other
words, as teachers we have a responsibility to
give students the skills to navigate their own
ethical maps.

As these various commentaries suggest,
teaching itself carries a moral dimension.
Indeed, Professor Bernard Crick, a member
of the UK Government's citizenship advisory
group, has identified geography as having a
potential role to play in teaching political liter-
acy and social and moral responsibility
(Lambert, 1999). This does not mean telling
students what to think or value but rather
giving them the skills to think through prob-
lems for themselves and to value argument. In
particular, Lambert (1999) argues that,
because our frameworks for understanding
the world are multiplying and becoming more
contested and contestable, it is more impor-
tant than ever that we teach students to
handle the dialectic between doubt and cer-
tainty as part of their moral development.

Kearns et a. (1998) call for ethics to be
incorporated into the heart of the geography
curriculum rather than merely serving as an
addendum to the teaching of research design
and methods. In particular, they want to
encourage more sensitivity to how the social
world is constantly and actively constructed
and to encourage students to think critically.
To this end they canvassed for anecdotes
among colleagues in New Zealand to produce
24 narratives - from which they established a
set of four focusing questions designed to
guide students' reflections on the material
and an interactive ethics tutorial involving a
lecture, class discussion and an online exer-
cise - to encourage students to think critically.

Likewise, Vujakovic and Bullard (2001)
suggest that ethics teaching should extend
beyond course content and fieldwork issues
(such as respect for the societies and people
they encounter, minimizing the impact oftheir
work on the physical or social environment,
and issues ofinformed consent, confidentiality,

anonymity, etc.) to cover students' everyday
working practices and working relationships
with each other. Such teaching might include,
for example, practical steps to overcome
ethical issues that arise in group work and
seminar-style teaching formats (such as
recognizing the rights and responsibilities of
individuals and valuing the academic potential
of all group members) and in terms ofwriting
(such as acknowledging sources, questions of
what is misrepresentation, etc).

In all of these ways geography as a disci-
pline might contribute to developing students'
self-critical awareness of the moral dimen-
sions of our actions and to developing
responsible citizenship (Hay and Foley, 1998).
After all, our students of today are the
potential planners, managers and even gov-
ernment ministers oftomorrow.

III Conclusion: a question of 'value'
This review has brought together a range of
very different debates from the fields of both
research and teaching, which each in their
own way centre on the question of how
geography and geographers can make a differ-
ence beyond the academy. What they share
is a recognition that, while there are individual
examples of socially and ethically committed
research and teaching within geography, none
the less the general drift of the discipline has
been towards disengaged theory within the
field of research, and prescriptive codes of
ethical/methodological practice within teach-
ing. As such, they also share a recognition
that we need to rethink how as geographers
we can, to appropriate Clokes (2002) dictum,
'live ethically and act politically'; although the
understandings ofwhat this might mean vary
widely from Clokes Christian principles to
Massey's construction ofa popular geograph-
ical imagination, and to Smith and Lambert's
teaching ofmoral skills.

Underpinning all of these reflections,
however, remains the question ofhow we, as
academics, measure, acknowledge and
reward individual and collective 'perform-
ance'. As long as this continues to be heavily
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weighted towards the production of aca-
demic journal articles and books rather than
'other' social, political or teaching outcomes,
then we are unlikely to witness the moral
development of the discipline, beyond the
efforts ofthe few. The implicit message ofthe
debates outlined in this review is that if we
want a discipline that is socially and politically
engaged we must fight for these commit-
ments to be both recognized and valued by
the profession.

Note
1. Interestingly, geographers in many countries

including the UK and New Zealand lack a pro-
fessional code of ethics (Kearns et al., 1998).
Kearns et al. (1998: 300) suggest that
'arguably [it] has not been developed because
too few geographers regard ethical concerns
as relevant to their practice, and consider that
geography is, at least at present, only loosely
organized as a profession'.
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